It’s The Ship is known for engaging a star-studded line-up of international acts to light up the dance floor at its parties at sea. Right: Get on board for a ‘shipcation’ over three days and two nights — for adults only.

Perfect Encounter

Above: It’s The Ship is known for engaging a star-studded line-up of international acts to light up the dance floor at its parties at sea. Right: Get on board for a ‘shipcation’ over three days and two nights — for adults only.
Party at sea

How are eight months when you should be on board the next The Ship cruise in November:

1. Press ‘pause’ in reality
   You don’t have to be over'-stressed repeatedly. I was counting down to the boat's departure, worrying about what I had to do for a week or two, no matter how much I had to do. Like my morning schedule to turn up at my office at 8am, I wanted to be there on time. However, all that you can do is to find a balance that can be achieved. The ship had at least 15 conf'dfports, and each day, I had to make sure to get everything done on time. There were times that I felt I didn’t have enough time, but I was always on time, and it was all about the planning. It’s all about knowing when to turn up and when to focus.

2. Find on demand
   There were times when I couldn’t find what I was looking for. The ship had at least 15 conf'dfports, and each day, I had to make sure to get everything done on time. There were times that I felt I didn’t have enough time, but I was always on time, and it was all about the planning. It’s all about knowing when to turn up and when to focus.

3. National Geographic moments
   I was also savoring dramatic mid-year changes that pleased me. The ship had at least 15 conf'dfports, and each day, I had to make sure to get everything done on time. There were times that I felt I didn’t have enough time, but I was always on time, and it was all about the planning. It’s all about knowing when to turn up and when to focus.

4. Expand your social circle
   The ship had at least 15 conf'dfports, and each day, I had to make sure to get everything done on time. There were times that I felt I didn’t have enough time, but I was always on time, and it was all about the planning. It’s all about knowing when to turn up and when to focus.

5. Entertainment haven
   I was also savoring dramatic mid-year changes that pleased me. The ship had at least 15 conf'dfports, and each day, I had to make sure to get everything done on time. There were times that I felt I didn’t have enough time, but I was always on time, and it was all about the planning. It’s all about knowing when to turn up and when to focus.

6. Time out
   I was also savoring dramatic mid-year changes that pleased me. The ship had at least 15 conf'dfports, and each day, I had to make sure to get everything done on time. There were times that I felt I didn’t have enough time, but I was always on time, and it was all about the planning. It’s all about knowing when to turn up and when to focus.

7. Sea-far treats
   I was also savoring dramatic mid-year changes that pleased me. The ship had at least 15 conf'dfports, and each day, I had to make sure to get everything done on time. There were times that I felt I didn’t have enough time, but I was always on time, and it was all about the planning. It’s all about knowing when to turn up and when to focus.

8. Fun for all
   I was also savoring dramatic mid-year changes that pleased me. The ship had at least 15 conf'dfports, and each day, I had to make sure to get everything done on time. There were times that I felt I didn’t have enough time, but I was always on time, and it was all about the planning. It’s all about knowing when to turn up and when to focus.

*Selected tours & departures; conditions apply.